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Christian Radoux 
Faculty of Sciences, University of Mom-Hainaut, Avenue Maistriau 15, 7000 Mom, Belgium 
In my paper, Some congruences and identities for Gauss polynomials: a noncommutative technique 
(pp. 19-25), I stated a theorem for which I gave two proofs. I want to make it clear that the theorem 
was first proved by J. Desarmenien. Although the first proof given in my paper was also due to him, 
the reference mentioned incorrectly one of my older papers. The correct reference should have 
been: 
J. Desarmenien, Un Analogue des Congruences de Kummer pour les q-nombres d’Euler, Europ. J. 
Combinatorics 3 (1982) 19-28. 
I regret that I did not previously acknowledge Prof. Desarmtnien’s priority. 
As appears in the title of my paper, my main interest in the subject was the second proof, based 
on a noncommutative technique. That proof was indeed due to me. 
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